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1 Purpose  
 

The purpose of assessment is to identify learners’ knowledge and abilities acquired in the 
process of learning as well as their abilities to apply high order thinking skills.  

 
1.1 Relationship with International Standards 

The External Summative Assessments will be designed to be comparable to the 
International A-Level standards.  
 
1.2 Relationship with Subject Programme  
 

The Grade 12 summative assessment will assess the content of AEO «Nazarbayev 
Intellectual Schools» Educational Programme – NIS-Programme for High school. The level of 
learning of the Computer Science subject content will be defined by the learning outcomes from 
the Computer Science Subject Programme. 
 
1.3 Relationship with Criteria-based Assessment Model (CBAM) 
 

This External Summative Assessment forms one part of the Criteria-based Assessment 
Model, which also consists of Formative Assessment and Internal Summative Assessment. 

 

 
 
    

2 External Summative Assessment Overview 
 
2.1 Description of External Summative Assessment papers 
 

Paper 1 120 minutes 

Learners answer a range of between nine and fifteen compulsory short-answer and structured 
questions for 70 marks. These questions assess the learner’s knowledge, understanding (AO1), 
analysis and application (AO2) of strands 1 to 3 of the Subject Programme. 

70 marks - 35% of total marks 

Paper 2 120 minutes 

Learners answer a range of between nine and fifteen compulsory short-answer and structured 
questions for 70 marks. These questions assess the learner’s knowledge, understanding (AO1), 
application, analysis (AO2) and practical skills (AO3) of strands 4 to 6 of the Subject Programme 

70 marks - 35% of total marks 

Criteria-based Assessment Model 

Formative  
Assessment 

Internal Summative 
Assessment 

External Summative 
Assessment 
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Paper 3 Coursework 

Learners are required to identify a user-driven problem and to generate a solution using an 
appropriate programming language and other software tools. Coursework assesses the learners’ 
knowledge, understanding, application, analysis and practical skills of all strands (1 to 6) of the 
Subject Programme. 

60 marks - 30% of total marks 

 

2.2 Assessment Objectives 

AO1 Knowledge and understanding 
Learners should be able to: 

• understand and explain the characteristics of computer systems (hardware, 
software and communication)  

• describe and explain the need for and the use of various forms of data capture 
and processing 

• use appropriate concepts and terminology in the description of computing 
processes   

• comment critically on the social, legal, ethical and other consequences of the 
use of computers. 

AO2 Application and analysis 
Learners should be able to: 

• apply knowledge and understanding to solve problems computationally 
• model scenarios to test hypotheses 
• recognise and present information in a variety of formats 
• describe and explain the impact of computing in a range of real world 

applications 
• explain the systematic development of high quality solutions to problems and 

the techniques appropriate for implementing such solutions. 

AO3 Practical skills 
Learners should be able to: 

• communicate their understanding of the systems development cycle and apply it 
to the analysis of a user-driven problem  

• analyse a problem and identify the parts which are appropriate for a computer-
based solution  

• select, justify and apply appropriate techniques and principles to develop data 
structures and algorithms for the solution of problems 

• write program code for the given / specific problem using appropriate 
programming language 

• design, implement and document an effective solution using appropriate 
hardware, software and programming languages. 

 

2.3 Balance of marks 
 
 The balance of marks for each paper and for the assessment as a whole is as shown in the 
table below: 

 Paper 1 Paper 2 Paper 3 TOTAL 

AO1 40 28 16 84 
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AO2 30 21 24 75 

AO3 0 21 20 41 

Total 
Contribution 70 70 60 200 

 
The skills shown in AO1 require a sound understanding of how computer systems function, and of 
how programmed solutions can address user-defined problems, before they can successfully 
demonstrate evidence of the application of understanding in AO2 and link knowledge and 
understanding to practical skills in AO3. 
 
Language of assessment  
 The language of assessment is English. 
 

3 Administration  
 

All assessments must be conducted in compliance with all security measures in accordance 
with Instruction on arranging and conducting external summative assessment of academic 
achievements of Nazarbayev Intellectual Schools’ students. Instruction contains the following main 
points:  

• examination materials and their safety; 
• duties of teachers, invigilators and examination administrators; 
• preparation of classrooms and materials for the examination; 
• preparation of appropriate classrooms for written and practical examinations. 

4 The Marking process 
 

The marking process is carried out by the Examiners’ Committee, which includes the Principal 
Examiner, Team Leaders and Examiners. To mark each examination work, groups of examiners are 
formed, led by team leaders. 

During the marking, all examiners use the same version of the Mark Scheme. The Principal 
Examiner and the Team Leaders check selectively papers marked by examiners to ensure the correct 
application of the Mark Scheme and the objectivity of the evaluation. 

5 The Grading Process 
 
The grades will be A*, A, B, C, D and E, where A* is the highest grade and E is the lowest 

passing grade.  
 
Grade U (‘ungraded’) will not represent a pass in a syllabus.  
 
A learner’s syllabus Grade will be calculated directly from the total of their marks on the 

components that they took (weighted in accordance with the set specifications), not from the 
component Grades.  

 
The key grades identified in the Test Specifications are Grades A, C and E and Grade 

Descriptors are provided for these. Awarding Bodies identify key grades for these grades based on 
professional judgment and student outcomes. The arithmetic B boundary is set halfway between A 
and C and, similarly, the grade D boundary is set halfway between C and E. 

 
 Grades A *, A, B, C, D and E are translated into the final grades. 
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5.1 Grade Descriptions 
 

Key Grade Descriptions are provided to give a general indication of the standards of 
achievement likely to have been shown by learners awarded particular grades. The grade awarded 
will depend in practice upon the extent to which the learner has met the assessment objectives 
overall. 
 

Grade Grade Description 

A Student: 
• demonstrates a wide knowledge of the subject, and has a clear 

understanding of the principles on which the subject is based and the manner 
in which it functions. The principles can be applied in both familiar and 
unfamiliar situations;  

 
• applies practical skills to a high standard and has a comprehensive grasp of 

how computer systems can provide solutions in problematic scenarios. 
Competently designs and documents programmed solutions, presenting 
evidence in a range of appropriate ways, and evaluates and suggests 
improvements to ensure the long-term integrity and viability of the solution; 

 
• has an extensive awareness of the different effects computing systems may 

have on individuals when interacting with computing systems in everyday life. 

C Student: 
• demonstrates a sound knowledge of the subject, and has an understanding 

of many of the principles on which the subject is based and the manner in 
which it functions. The principles can be applied most effectively in familiar 
and occasionally in unfamiliar situations. 

 
• applies practical skills to a reasonable standard and has an adequate grasp 

of how computer systems can provide solutions for problematic scenarios. 
Designs and documents programmed solutions, sometimes presenting 
evidence in appropriate ways, and evaluates solutions in a straightforward 
way to enhance the longevity and validity of the solution. 

 
• Has a competent awareness of the different effects computing systems may 

have on individuals when interacting with the computing systems in everyday 
life. 

E Student: 
• demonstrates a basic knowledge of the subject, has a limited understanding 

of the principles on which the subject is based and the manner in which it 
functions. The principles are generally only applied effectively in familiar 
situations. 

 
• has a limited grasp of the application of practical skills and how computer 

systems can provide solutions for real-life scenarios. Designs and documents 
part of a programmed solution, but occasionally presents evidence in 
inappropriate ways. Partially evaluates solutions in a limited way to improve 
the validity but not the longevity of the solution. 
 

• has a basic awareness of the different effects computing systems may have 
on individuals when interacting with the computing systems in everyday life. 
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6 Sample questions and Mark Schemes 
 
Marks available for each question are shown at the end of each question, e.g. [1]. 
For all questions, mark schemes will be written alongside the questions to give clear guidance on 
how marks are awarded for each question.   

6.1 Paper 1 
 
1 (b) A computer stores numbers using floating point. 
 
  (i) Explain using an example how floating point numbers are represented using an 

example. [4] 
 
  (ii) Explain why a computer often uses floating point instead of ASCII for storing 

numbers. [1] 
[Total: 5] 

 
2 A large company is designing a website so that its workers can see information about their 

wages. 
 
 (a) Describe three measures the company could take to keep the computer system secure. [3] 
 
 (b) The company shows its workers a prototype of the website.  

 
  (i) Explain what a prototype is. [2] 
 
  (ii) The workers give the company feedback on the prototype. Explain how the company 

can use this feedback in system design. [4] 
 [Total: 9] 

 
3 A city council uses a computer to control traffic lights.  
 
 (a) (i)  This computer needs an operating system. Name one suitable type of operating 

system. [1] 
 
  (ii) State two characteristics of this type of operating system. [2] 
 
 (b) A second computer collects traffic data during the day. This computer processes the 

data overnight. 
 
  (i) This computer needs an operating system. Name one suitable type of operating 

system. [1] 
 
  (ii) State two characteristics of this type of operating system. [2] 

 
[Total: 6] 
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6.2 Paper 1.  Mark Scheme 

Part Answer Mark AO Further Information 

1(a)(i) The number is stored in the form “coefficient” * “power 
of 2” e.g. 1.234 * 25 
 
1 byte is used for the exponent (power) 
  
3 bytes are used for the coefficient 
 
Both coefficient and power have a sign bit to show 
positive or negative 

1 
 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 

[max 4] 

AO1 Accept significant or 
mantissa instead of 
coefficient 
 
Bit sizes shown are 
examples; accept other valid 
examples 

(ii) Floating point allows the CPU to do arithmetic on the 
numbers 

[1] 
 

AO1 Any similar explanation 
which refers to 
maths/calculations 

 Total 7   

2(a) Website must require password 
 
Database should be encrypted to protect against 
access to the stolen data 
 
Computer systems storing the data should be 
firewalled so that only access is via website 
 
Log should be kept of all access so that intruders can 
be identified 

1 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 

[max 3] 

AO1 
(2) 

 
AO2 
(1) 

 

Any other reasonable answer 

(b) (i) A prototype is a model of the final product 
 
The prototype does not work but will allow users to see 
the way in which it will function 
 
It will show screen layouts, menus, forms etc. 

1 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 

[max 2] 

AO1  

(ii) Workers will make comments on the parts of the 
prototype that might not work or are not easy to 
understand 
 
The design will be changed if necessary / The user 
interface will be improved 
 
Functions added / improved 
 
A new prototype will be produced and re-tested 
 
This continues until all issues are resolved 
 
Social benefits to the workers / company 

1 
 
 
1 
 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 
1 
 

[max 4] 

AO2 Any other reasonable 
answers 

 Total 9   

3(a)(i) Real time (operating system) [1] AO2 Allow RTOS 

(ii) Captures rapidly occurring events / data. 
 
It immediately processes data and makes decisions in 

1 
 
1 

AO1 Allow other suitable answers 
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real time [max 2] 

(b)(i) Batch (operating system) [1] AO2  

(ii) No data processing takes place during the day 
 
All the data is stored  
 
Data is processed in batches 

1 
 
1 
 
1 
 

[max 2] 

AO1  

 Total 6   

 
6.3 Paper 2 
 
1 A social network stores data about its users in tables in a relational database. 

 
 (a) List four appropriate fields for the USER table, indicating data types of each field. 
 

 [4] 
 
 (b) Name and explain which field is appropriate as a primary key.[2] 
 

 [Total: 6] 
 
2 (a) Explain how a medical school could use artificial intelligence capabilities to help to train 

a doctor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 [4] 
 
 
3 Student is designing the application for his client. 
Authorization to the application occurs by entering the default values for password 
“Password123” and for login “Login123”. A user is given three attempts to enter password and 
login. 
 
 (a) Draw a flowchart to authorize to the application. 

 [4] 
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 (b) After authorization, the user must enter their email address into the application. Write a 
fragment of program code to check the validity of entered email. For example, 
akhmetov@mail.kz  

[5] 
 

 (c) Explain how the student can use a trace table to test the code he wrote. [3] 
 

[Total: 12] 
 

4 Logic gate is given below. 
  

A
B

C

D

 
 
 (a) (i) Write the logical statement for the given logic gate. 

[4]
 
 
  (ii) Gates 3 and 4 can be replaced by one gate. Name that gate. 

[1]
 
 
 (b) Fill the column D in the truth table for the logic gate.  
  You can use columns 1-4 to help yourself.  
 

A B C 1 2 3 4 D 

0 0 0      

0 0 1      

0 1 0      

0 1 1      

1 0 0      

1 0 1      

1 1 0      

1 1 1      
[4] 

 
[Total: 9] 
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6.4 Paper 2 Mark Scheme 

Part Answer Mark AO Further Information 

1(a) UserID: Number 
Name: String 
Gender: String 
DateOfBirth: Date 
 

1 
1 
1 
1 

[max 4] 

AO1 Allow string for ID field 
 
Allow any other reasonable 
fields 

(b) ID OR Email  
Field will be a uniquely generated such  

1 
1 
 
 
 

[max 2] 

AO1 Allow email if it has been 
included in the set of fields; 
must state that email is unique 
 
There is no mark for just 
stating the primary key used. 

 Total 6   

2(a) The decision support system would link to a 
database of symptoms 
 
The DSS prompts the doctor to ask the patient 
if they have each symptom 
 
The DSS continues to ask questions 
 
Eventually, the questions come to an end and 
the DSS can suggest the illness to the doctor / 
treatment to give 

1 
 

1 
 
 

1 
 

1 
 
 

[max 4] 

AO2  

 Total 4   

3(a) 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[max 4] 

AO3 1 mark for input login and 
password 
1 mark for counter (attempt) 
1 mark for checking valid login 
and password 
1 mark for checking counter 
(attempt)<=3 
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(b) flag1 ← false; 
flag2 ← false; 
FOR i ← 1 TO LENGTH (EMAIL) DO 
  BEGIN 
    IF EMAIL[i]  =  ‘@’ THEN  
      BEGIN 
        flag1 ← true 
        FOR j ← [i+1] TO LENGTH (EMAIL) DO 
          IF EMAIL [j] = ‘.’  THEN  
            flag2 = true 
          ENDIF 
        ENDFOR 
    ENDIF 
  ENDFOR 
IF (flag1 = true and flag2 = true)  
  THEN OUTPUT ‘email is valid’ 
ENDIF 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[max 5] 

AO3 1 mark for initiating the counter 
/ flag 
 
1 mark for correct used loop 
 
1 mark for checking symbol 
«@». 
 
1 mark for checking symbol 
«.». 
 
1 mark for the condition for 
correct output 

(c) A trace table shows the values of each variable 
at each stage of the process 
 
The steps of the algorithm are manually 
followed 
 
The variables in the table are updated to show 
the result of each step 

1 
 
 

1 
 

1 
[max 3] 

AO1 
(1) 

 
AO2 
(2) 

 

 Total 12   

4 
(a)(i) D = ((AB + C) + AB) 

 
[max 4] 

AO2 1 mark for each gate 

(ii) OR gate [1] AO2  

(b) A B C D 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 1 1 

0 1 0 1 

0 1 1 1 

1 0 0 1 

1 0 1 1 

1 1 0 0 

1 1 1 1 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

[max 4] 

AO2 1 mark for each 2 correct filled 
rows 

 Total 9   
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6.5 Paper 3 
 
This paper assesses candidates’ ability to develop a computer-based solution to a real life problem 
requiring the skills of analysis, design, development, testing, implementation and evaluation. The work 
in developing an original solution to a realistic problem takes many months of planning, evidence 
gathering and creative practical development, all of which is documented in a substantial report. 
 
The selection of the problem for which a computerised system is to be designed and implemented is 
extremely important. It should be chosen by the learner and confirmed by the teacher, rather than 
being selected by the teacher. It is important to stress that the learner should endeavour to produce a 
system, which will solve a given problem sensibly, within the constraints of resources available to 
them.  
 
Coursework should involve a third party user, who will provide information for the analysis, use the 
implemented solution and contribute towards its evaluation. The third party is likely to be a client or 
user (or potential user) of a computer system for a designated purpose. Whilst a teacher could act as 
the third party user, this arrangement is far from ideal. Candidates should be encouraged to look 
beyond school life into either the businesses or companies in the community of the surrounding area 
or to focus groups. The emphasis is on analysing an existing system or area for development, and 
producing a computer-based solution to fit the needs of the user. 
 
To assist learners in selecting an appropriate problem, CPM will provide each learner with a 
coursework proposal form, which they should complete at the start of the academic year, stating the 
nature of the problem and how a programmed solution can help. These proposal forms will be 
evaluated by an experienced examiner and feedback will be given to ensure that no learner is 
disadvantaged by choosing a coursework topic that will not allow them to get the best possible marks. 
 
The solution must be implemented using a programming language and any of the following that are 
appropriate: pre-written modules or toolkits, applications software and programmable packages. Very 
brief descriptions of any programming languages or software packages used, together with reasons 
for their selection, should be included in the report. 
 
At the end of the project, learners should submit a concisely written and well laid out report. The 
report should include a title, a contents list and the sub-sections identified in Section 6.6 of these test 
specification. 
 
It is not possible to provide a sample of a coursework solution in this test specification, but CPM will 
provide separate coursework guidance to give teachers an indication of the task requirement and to 
support teachers in assessing coursework. 
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6.6 Paper 3. Mark scheme  
 
The Computer Science coursework project is assessed as follows: 
 

Section Mark Available 

Quality of the report 3 

Definition, investigation and analysis 10 

Design 12 

Software development and testing 25 

User documentation 6 

Evaluation 4 

Total: 60 marks 
 

Quality of report 3 marks 

The report presented is incomplete, where also errors in the logical construction 
between the stages of the system development life cycle, as well as errors in 
grammatical or lexical accuracy may be present. 

 

A full report is presented, which may have insufficient evidence or schematic 
representation of some sections. The stages of the system development life cycle are 
organised logically correct, but there could be some omissions. There may be some 
errors in grammatical or lexical accuracy. 

 

The presented report is full, with complete and reliable evidence for all sections of the 
project. All stages of the system development life cycle are built correctly and a logical 
connection is present. Errors in grammatical or lexical accuracy in the report are 
minimal. 

 

 

Definition, investigation and analysis (10 marks) 10 Marks 

Description of stakeholders (user, client or any other). Some elements of analysis have 
been discussed but with little or no user involvement. 

1-2 

The report contains a description of the current system and a description of third 
parties, who may be a client or a potential user, with an attempt to involve them in data 
collection. 
A depthless analysis was carried out that covered only some of the necessary 
elements. 
There was an attempt to list the requirements for the future system. There was no 
attempt or weak attempt to discuss alternative solutions of the problem. 

3-5 

The report contains a description of the current system with a detailed description of the 
third parties (client or potential user), with their involvement in data collection. 
The report contains an analysis with reference to the collected data, which covers most 
of the necessary elements. 

6-8 
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Lists the requirements for a future system is present with a good discussion of 
alternative ways to solve the problem. 

The report contains a full description of the current system with a detailed description of 
the involved third parties (client or potential user). There is excellent involvement of the 
third party in collecting data for the current system analysis. 
The report contains in-depth analysis, which includes all the necessary elements, based 
on the collected data. 
A detailed list of requirements for the future system is discussed and made. A thorough 
discussion of alternative solutions to the problem is presented. 

9-10 

 
Design section 
 
Nature of the solution 8 Marks 
In the report, the candidate attempted to list the objectives of the new system. Weak 
attempt to present the work of the new system as a description or schematically. 

1-2 

The main objectives of the new system is sufficient, but not all of them are measurable 
or suitable for decision-making. 
Brief overview of the design features, including a brief description of the schematic 
representation of the process that consist one / some of the following: prototype of the 
input / output forms, structure diagram, data flow diagram (minimum context level) or 
system flowchart. 
Data structures have been identified but may contain insufficient data. 

3-4 

At least six SMART objects have been defined and complete. A full design specification 
is included but there may be some errors or logical inconsistencies, for example 
validation specified may be inadequate or field lengths incorrect. 
A well-designed project for a specific problem describing the key aspects of structured 
solution is presented. 
There is clear evidence that a response to the design has been obtained from the client, 
and any comments have been acted upon. 

5-6 

A clear set of specific and measurable objectives with a detailed and complete design 
specification, in a set of measurable and appropriate specific objectives, covering all 
required functionality of the solution or areas of investigation.  
There are also detailed written descriptions of any processes/modules and a clear 
including prototype with appropriate components, complete definition of any data 
structures. 

7-8 

 

Intended benefits 2 Marks 

One valid benefit of the new system has been identified and explained. 1 

The benefits of the new system have been comprehensively described. 2 

 

Limits of the scope of the solution 2 Marks 

One valid limitation of the new system has been identified and explained. 1 

The limitations of the new system have been comprehensively described. 2 

 
Software Development, Programming, Testing and Installation (25 marks) 
 

Completeness of solution 3 Marks 
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A solution proposed did not meet the requirements of a solution.  1 

A solution proposed met many or almost all of the requirements of a solution.  2-3 

 

Development and programming 15 Marks 

Program listings or evidence of tailoring of a software package is provided in the form of 
printouts. The developed solution does not fulfil the design specification. A teacher may 
award 1 mark if they have been shown the system working satisfactorily and there is no 
hard evidence in the project report. 

1 

Program listings or evidence of tailored software packages are provided in the form of 
printouts. Data structures are illustrated as part of the listings where appropriate, 
detailing their purpose. 
The candidate in solving the problem shows an understanding and application of skills 
for the algorithms listed in Table 1 in group C. 
The listing is organized without any subroutines for organizing the structure. There was 
an attempt to use of meaningful identifier names and poor formatting. The code is 
provided with poor annotation or no annotation, so that the decision logic cannot be 
followed.  
No exception handling was demonstrated. 

2-3 

Program listings or evidence of tailored software packages are provided in the form of 
printouts. Data structures are illustrated as part of the listings where appropriate, 
detailing their purpose. 
The candidate in solving the problem shows an understanding and application of skills 
for the algorithms listed in Table 1 in group C at a sufficient level or attempt of applying 
skills for the algorithms listed in group B. 
The listing is organized without any subroutines for organizing the structure. There was 
an attempt to use of meaningful identifier names and formatting. The code is provided 
with poor annotation, so that the decision logic cannot be easily followed.  
No exception handling was demonstrated. 

4-5 

Program listings or evidence of tailored software packages are provided in the form of 
printouts. Data structures are illustrated as part of the listings where appropriate, 
detailing their purpose. 
The candidate in solving the problem shows an understanding and application of skills 
for the algorithms listed in Table 1 in group C at an excellent level or in group B at a 
sufficient level. 
The listing shows some use of subroutines for organizing the structure, the use of 
meaningful identifier names, but there could be some omissions in formatting. The code 
is provided with some comments.  
There was an attempt to use exception handling. 

6-7 

Program listings or evidence of tailored software packages are provided in the form of 
printouts. Data structures are illustrated as part of the listings where appropriate, 
detailing their purpose. 
The candidate in solving the problem shows an understanding and application of skills 
for the algorithms listed in Table 1 in group B a sufficient level. 
The listing shows some use of subroutines for organizing the structure, the use of 
meaningful identifier names, and formatting to show the used structures of control logic. 
The code is provided with some comments.  
Exception handling was demonstrated where needed. 

8-9 

Program listings or evidence of tailored software packages are provided in the form of 
printouts. Data structures are illustrated as part of the listings where appropriate, 

10-11 
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detailing their purpose. 
The candidate in solving the problem shows an understanding and application of skills 
for the algorithms listed in Table 1 in group B at an excellent level or in group A at a 
sufficient level. 
The listing shows the good use of subroutines for organizing the structure, the use of 
meaningful identifier names, and formatting to show the used structures of control logic. 
The code is provided with notes with some comments, so that the decision logic can be 
easily followed.  
Exception handling was demonstrated where needed. 

Program listings or evidence of tailored software packages are provided in the form of 
printouts. Data structures are illustrated as part of the listings where appropriate, 
detailing their purpose. 
Solution of the problem shows an excellent understanding and application of skills for 
the algorithms specified in group A in Table 1. 
The listing shows the good use of subroutines for organizing the structure, the use of 
meaningful identifier names, and formatting to show the used structures of control logic. 
The code is provided with comments, so that the decision logic can be easily followed. 
Good exception handling was demonstrated where needed. 

12-13 

 
Table 1.  
 
Group C Simple expert system development 

Using script language to connect a database 
Linear algorithms 
Conditional (branching) algorithms 
Simple mathematical calculations (eg average) 
Non-SQL table access 

Group B One-dimensional arrays 
Insertion and bubble sort algorithms 
Using script language to work with databases 
Loop structure  
SQL statements 
Writing and reading from files 

Group A Binary search algorithm 
Two-dimensional array 
SQL statements for data selection in more tables 
Nested loops 
Recursion 
Sorting algorithms other than those given in the Programme 

 
 

Testing 7 Marks 

A collection of hardcopy test run outputs with no test plan, or a test plan with no 
hardcopy evidence may also be present.  
A teacher may award 1 mark if they have been shown the system working satisfactorily 
and there is no hard evidence in the project report. 

1 

There is little evidence of testing with a badly developed test plan with clear omissions.  
A small number of tests have been carried out, which demonstrate that some parts of 
the solution work/some outcomes of the investigation are achieved.  

2 -3 

There should be hardcopy evidence of most of the objectives’ test runs cross-
referenced to the test plan.  

4-5 
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Tests include cases with valid, invalid and extreme data. However, not all cases have 
been tested or not clearly presented evidences for some tests.  

The tests completed should show that the system developed has fulfilled all its 
objectives and demonstrates the scope of the final system.  
Tests include clear evidences for cases with valid, invalid and extreme data.  

6-7 

 

Installation 2 Marks 

Details of system changeover have been documented. Some evidence of client and/or 
user testing is given, usually by questionnaire or written comments by fellow students or 
others who were not directly involved in the development of the system. 

1 

An implementation plan with details of systems changeover and training required. There 
is written evidence available from the client indicating that they have seen the system in 
operation. 

2 

 
User Documentation 
 

User manual 6 Marks 

An incomplete guide, perhaps with no screen displays. Some options briefly described 
but difficult for the user to follow. 1-2 

All but one or two options fully described (for example, back-up routines not mentioned). 
Mostly, the options are easy for the user to follow with screen displays. 3-4 

A full user guide with all options described well presented (possibly as booklet) with an 
index and a glossary. No omission of any of the options available (including back-up 
routines, guide to common errors). Marks may be lost for inadequate descriptions of 
some options. For full marks, good on-screen help should exist where this is a sensible 
option, and be present in the form of a hypertext document. 

5-6 

 
Evaluation 
 

Evaluation  4 Marks 

A vague evaluation for the system was given without any reference to the objectives the 
Design section. 
No feedback was received from third parties or the received feedback does not provide 
a sufficient evaluation of the system. 

1 

A vague evaluation for the system was made with reference to some of the objectives 
the Design section. 
Feedback received from third parties does not provide a full evaluation of the system, 
the candidate attempted to make an analysis of the feedback. 

2 

Evaluation for the system was made with reference to the objectives the Design section. 
Feedback received from third parties provide a full assessment of the system, the 
candidate attempted to make an analysis of the feedback. 

3 

Good evaluation for the system was made with reference to the objectives the Design 
section. 
Feedback received from third parties provide a full assessment of the system and the 

4 
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candidate made a thorough analysis of the feedback. 

 

6.7 Sample coursework with teacher’s comments 
 

Section Mark Available Marks Awarded 

Quality of the report 3 3 

Definition, investigation and analysis 10 9 

Design 12 9 

Software development and testing 25 21 

User documentation 6 6 

Evaluation 4 4 

Total: 60 marks 52 
 

Quality of report 3 marks 

The report presented is incomplete, where also errors in the logical construction 
between the stages of the system development life cycle, as well as errors in 
grammatical or lexical accuracy may be present. 

1 

A full report is presented, which may have insufficient evidence or schematic 
representation of some sections. The stages of the system development life cycle are 
organised logically correct, but there could be some omissions. There may be some 
errors in grammatical or lexical accuracy. 

2 

The presented report is full, with complete and reliable evidence for all sections of the 
project. All stages of the system development life cycle are built correctly and a logical 
connection is present. Errors in grammatical or lexical accuracy in the report are 
minimal. 

3 

Mark  3 

Examiner’s comment: 
 
Evidences for all sections included, language is well structured and used. The report is full and easy to 
read and follow. 

 
 
 

Definition, investigation and analysis (10 marks) 10 Marks 

Description of stakeholders (user, client or any other). Some elements of analysis have 
been discussed but with little or no user involvement. 

1-2 

The report contains a description of the current system and a description of third 
parties, who may be a client or a potential user, with an attempt to involve them in data 
collection. 

3-5 
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A depthless analysis was carried out that covered only some of the necessary 
elements. 
There was an attempt to list the requirements for the future system. There was no 
attempt or weak attempt to discuss alternative solutions of the problem. 

The report contains a description of the current system with a detailed description of the 
third parties (client or potential user), with their involvement in data collection. 
The report contains an analysis with reference to the collected data, which covers most 
of the necessary elements. 
Lists the requirements for a future system is present with a good discussion of 
alternative ways to solve the problem. 

6-8 

The report contains a full description of the current system with a detailed description of 
the involved third parties (client or potential user). There is excellent involvement of the 
third party in collecting data for the current system analysis. 
The report contains in-depth analysis, which includes all the necessary elements, based 
on the collected data. 
A detailed list of requirements for the future system is discussed and made. A thorough 
discussion of alternative solutions to the problem is presented. 

9-10 

Mark 9 

Examiner’s comment 
 
Investigation was conducted as interview with client and evidences as some document forms. 
The candidate demonstrates thorough analysis of the business working, that includes good description 
of the organization and the methods currently used showing any areas that can cause problem. 
There is also some diagrammatic representation of the system work.  
There is a brief list of requirements for the new system presented. 
 
Description of the organization 
My client is XXX, assistant of the doctor at kindergarten at NIS. There are 79 children currently visiting 
this day care centre aged between 3 and 7 years old. XXX works with the group of doctors, who are 
intended to maintain physical health, develop sustainability of the immunity, provide medical and pre-
medical healthcare and control the nutrition. The last one is her primary goal and therefore the control 
of all processes related to the food consumption is her responsibility. This includes calculations of the 
proportion of proteins, fats, carbohydrates and the amount of vitamins in the meal; control and 
regulation of fresh and healthy food supply. Moreover, the menu is also needed to be altered daily, 
because the vast majority of little children absolutely detest repeating meal. 

Methods currently used 
To store the information about each of the kid or to create new menu, which includes satisfying 
amount of vital elements, XXX applies paper method of handling data instead of using and storing it 
electronically. She writes down all the information on a special A4 format paper every day and keeps 
it in a folder. This document includes such information as: 

• Denomination of the product/meal; 
• Total amount/ amount per a person of convenience food expended; 
• The amount of calories, fats, proteins and carbohydrates. 

Then, once in a 10-day period, the client has to create a report and write it in a journal. Therefore, the 
current method is inefficient, very slow, time-consuming and uncomfortable to use as it takes a lot of 
time to update, record or find particular information, and some errors might occur during the 
calculations due to the human factor. Due to XXX’s opinion, the present system cannot be kept in use 
anymore. Thus, new computerized software is required to solve these problems.  
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Origin of the data   
The major part of the information comes from conversations with the refectory staff, namely with chef. 
He provides data about the amount of food spend. The information about the number of children 
comes from the teachers, after morning check out. The assortment of meals and food, which is 
permitted to use, comes from the official letter from Astana. Another sort of data comes from, 
A.A.Pokrovskii’s table of chemical composition and caloric capacity. This table is used to calculate the 
quantity of calories, fats, proteins, carbohydrates and vitamins consisting any meal. 

Investigation 
In order to obtain the information about how the current system works, analyze it for strengths and 
weaknesses it was decided to provide an interview directly with the client. In addition to this, during 
the interview, the questions on how the new system should work will be asked to find some specific 
aspects and exact instructions. That would probably aid to create a suitable project, satisfying client’s 
need.  

Moreover, the documentation used in the current system will be analyzed too. This would give me 
clear vision of what my client is have to do, and would provide some ideas of how it should be 
improved.  

Below are the details of the interview - the questions asked and Mrs. XX’s responses: 

Question 1: As a doctor assistant at kindergarten, what do you responsible for? 

Well, there is a lot of work I have to do every day, but control of the nutrition is my main obligation 
because it is very important for kids to be fed correctly. 

Question 2: What do you mean by correctly? 

The correct nutrition means that they eat the right proportion of proteins, carbohydrates and fats just 
because it plays a major role in process of growing healthy and developing normally. And… the 
regulation of the amount of vitamins is quite important too.  

Question 3: How do you control the nutrition?   

I do it by myself; usually it requires noting down all the denominations of different meals and the 
quantity used per a person, then I calculate the total number of products expended. And, once in 10 
days I write a report where the proportion of carbohydrates, proteins and fats are calculated. The right 
proportion is 2:1:1.  

Question 4: And what about the control of vitamins?   

Well, we just look whether the food is fresh, and of course, we give children a lot of vegetables and 
fruits. However, once in 2-3 months we take the blood analysis, but our colleagues do almost 
everything during this operation from the local hospital.  

Question 5: Where all the information comes from?  I mean, if you write it down, then, who tells you 
about the denominations and quantities of a food used per a kid? 

So, the major part of the information comes from conversations with the refectory staff, namely with 
chef. He provides data about the amount of food spend. The information about the number of children 
comes from the teachers, after morning check out. The assortment of meals and food, which is 
permitted to use, comes from the official letter from Astana. Another sort of data comes from, 
A.A.Pokrovskii’s table of chemical composition and caloric capacity. This table is used to calculate the 
quantity of calories, fats, proteins, carbohydrates and vitamins consisting any meal. 
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Question 6: As you work with a plenty of sources of information, is that makes your task more 
difficult? 

Yes, it makes. For instance, the letter from Astana comes only once a year, but I use it every day to 
create a menu as well as the A.A.Pokrovskii’s table. Firstly, I look at menu, then search all these 
products in a table and calculate the proteins, fats and so on, only after that I note down the 
information. Therefore, everything is linked, I cannot just write down the data, because firstly I have to 
find it, calculate and check it.  

Question 7: How do you think the new system should cope with that problem? 

So, if the new system will be able to search through the table and will be also able to create a new 
menu, based on the letter with the denominations of permitted products by itself, that would solve 
most of my problems. 

Question 8: How does the information stored?  

Hm… As I said before, I write down everything on a special A4 format paper, and then keep it in a 
folder in a medical staff room. However, it is really complicated to search for the specific information 
you want. Precisely, when I decide to make a report, most of the time I spend searching for these 
sheets of paper. It actually takes a lot of space. The documentation for the previous year takes almost 
one fourth of our room. 

Question 9: As I understood from our previous conversation, there is a big issue with calculation? Is 
not it?   

Yeah, in fact, it takes a lot of time, because I have to double check all my calculation. Due to human 
factor, you know, when you are tired, or sick, or something disturbs your attention, some mistakes are 
possible to be made. But, from the other side, the report with this calculation is made only once in 10 
days. What would you suggest? 

My response: OK, there are two ways: first one- the new system will be fully computerized, that 
includes all the calculations, and second way is partially computerized system, when the calculation 
still remains as previously. But I would suggest fully computerize the system because that would also 
solve the problem with the info storage. That means, you would not have to keep all those sheets with 
reports. 

Question 10: To whom do the reports you have made go?  

They are checked by the chef and by the head of refectory. 

Question 11: Is there any backup of this data made? 

There is no copy of the paperwork, so if I lose them or make more than 4 errors while writing it, I have 
to remake everything.  

Question 12: Off-the-shelf software is software that you can buy directly in a shop, have you looked if 
there is any software that could do that? 

Yes I have looked into that, but there isn't any software that can provide exactly what we require so 
we need custom written software for this. 
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Form the data takes  

 
 
Below are the copies of A.A.Pokrovskii’s table and letter from Astana with the denominations of 
permitted products: 
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Analysis 
 
Flow chart of the current paper-based system 
 
 

Client calculates the quantity of fats

Begin 

Official letter with the list of permitted 
products comes from Astana. 

New menu is created by chef in accordance 
with the list of permitted products. 

Head teacher at kindergarten 
counts the number of children. 

Chef tells the number of products 
required. 

The client calculates the amount of product 
spent per a person. 
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Data Flow Diagram of the current system 
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Data capture method 
How is data captured and processed?  

The client receives a letter form Astana with a list of permitted products and keeps that list in a folder. 
Another sort of data such as the number of children at a time comes from conversation with the head 
teacher at kindergarten. She also provides the list with the names of all children. Then, the dietitian 
writes down this data on a special pre-report A4 format paper and uses it for creating a report. But, 
most part of the information such as the quantity and type of food expended comes from the report of 
refectory staff. All these information again is written down on a pre-report paper. This data then is 
used in order to calculate the amount of carbohydrates, fats, proteins, calories and also to calculate 
the quantity of food spend per a person . Finally, all these data is noted down on a report form and 
kept in folders in a medical staff room. 

What works well and doesn't 

The current system has both advantages and disadvantages.  The process of gathering the data is 
quite simple and do not require much time, but calculations are quite complicated. There is a chance 
to make a mistake due to human factor; also the client has to spend a lot of time counting the outputs.  
Additionally, it is hard to keep all these documents and manage them, so if the dietitian wants to find 
some particular information, she has to search through hundreds of papers. But the most 
sophisticated part of her work is creating a report from all her calculation, which is very time-
consuming because everything is done manually. Computerizing this part of the system would 
improve the efficiency of the system making the input of the data and calculation of calories, 
carbohydrates, fats and proteins much easier. 

 

Alternative approaches 
• Excel table 

From the discussion with the client it was obtained that using excel table has some advantages. For 
instance, excel is quite useful to create charts or diagrams in order to make the data look simpler. It 
also operates necessary formulas which could be used during the calculations. However, if one 
formula is accidently deleted or changed, then the whole table will not work because client do not 
have enough experience and knowledge to operate all those formulas, so she could easily make a 
mistake. Actually, when the new list of permitted products will come from Astana, most of the formulas 
in the table have to be changed. Moreover, as the client is not used to work a lot with excel, she finds 
its interface quite complicated Due to these reasons, excel table was excluded from the list of 
alternatives.   

• Project in Delphi  
Delphi was the next alternative which we have discussed. There are some considerable advantages 
of Delphi was found during the conversation. Firstly, it has a suitable friendly interface, so working 
with it will be much easier for client. Secondly, the formulas will be already written by a programmer, 
so the probability of making a mistake significantly decreases. Finally, Delphi provides an opportunity 
to work with database, so the data from official letter will be proceed much faster and easier. 
Therefore, the new system will include project in Delphi connected to the database. Due to these 
reason we have chosen this alternative. 
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Requirements 
User requirements: 

 
These are the requirements for the new system, which have been thoroughly discussed and agreed 
with the client: 

1. The system should be easy to manage and work with, so the client will not get confused; 
2. The system should provide data storage; 
3. The system should check the inputs and outputs for mistakes; 
4. The system should be able to provide an access to any record; 
5. The new system should be able to input following: 

• Number of children  
• Total quantity of product  
• Type of product  
• List of permitted products 

6. The new system should be able to create a report with the following information: 
• Quantity of carbohydrates, fats and proteins  
• Quantity of product per person  
• Total amount of calories 

 
Nature of the solution 8 Marks 
In the report, the candidate attempted to list the objectives of the new system. Weak 
attempt to present the work of the new system as a description or schematically. 

1-2 

The main objectives of the new system is sufficient, but not all of them are measurable 
or suitable for decision-making. 
Brief overview of the design features, including a brief description of the schematic 
representation of the process that consist one / some of the following: prototype of the 
input / output forms, structure diagram, data flow diagram (minimum context level) or 
system flowchart. 
Data structures have been identified but may contain insufficient data. 

3-4 

At least six SMART objects have been defined and complete. A full design specification 
is included but there may be some errors or logical inconsistencies, for example 
validation specified may be inadequate or field lengths incorrect. 
A well-designed project for a specific problem describing the key aspects of structured 
solution is presented. 
There is clear evidence that a response to the design has been obtained from the client, 
and any comments have been acted upon. 

5-6 

A clear set of specific and measurable objectives with a detailed and complete design 
specification, in a set of measurable and appropriate specific objectives, covering all 
required functionality of the solution or areas of investigation.  
There are also detailed written descriptions of any processes/modules and a clear 
including prototype with appropriate components, complete definition of any data 
structures. 

7-8 

Mark 5
Examiner’s comment 
 
The list of objectives contain more than six objectives, however not all of them are SMART.  
Design specification includes data dictionary with some omissions for the validation of the fields  
Prototypes of some forms are given, structure of the system is described diagrammatically. 
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Design 
 
Objectives of the system 
These objectives are based on the requirements written by the dietitian at the kindergarten at 
Nazarbayev Intellectual School in her letter (see p.17) and on my personal suggestions. I have 
agreed these objectives with the end user. So, these objectives provide me a direction on what the 
new system must do and how to apply my programming abilities: 

1. The system must use a graphical user interface to provide a user-friendly operation; 
2. The system must be able to store and manage huge amount of data; 
3. The system must be able to work with database; 
4. Provide data verification and validation in order to avoid entry errors;  
5. The system must be fast and without bugs; 
6. The system must be able to provide an access to any record; 
7. The new system must be able to input following:  

• Quantity of product  
• Type of product  

8. The new system must be able to automatically create a report containing: 
• Quantity of carbohydrates, fats and proteins  
• Average quantity of product  
• Amount of calories 

Forms of the system 
According to my investigation of the current system for the medical department at Nazarbayev 
Intellectual School, I start to design the new system from following Diagram. As my project is mainly 
done in Delphi program, there will be 3 forms used in the new system. Those forms will be connected 
with one-to-one type. 

 

Proposed record and data structure 
The following three tables will be used in the new system, and the details of data information are 
listed as follows. 

Data Dictionary  

Meal table 

Field Name Type Length Validations Description Example 

Denomination of the 
product 

String 25 Presence 
check 

The name of the 
food, ingredient 

Bread 

Quantity of the product Number Real Presence 
check 

Amount of food 
spent per kid 

50 

 

Report table 

Main Form Data form Report form 
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Field Name Type Length Validations Description Example 

Quantity of 
carbohydrates 

Number Real Presence check Amount of 
carbohydrates in 
meal 

34 

Quantity of fats Number Real Presence check Amount of fats in 
meal 

0,04 

Quantity of 
proteins 

Number Real Presence check Amount of proteins  in 
meal 

18,11 

Quantity of 
calories 

Number Real Presence check Amount of calories in 
meal 

78,0 

Total amount of  
calories 

Number Real Presence check Total amount of 
calories in a daily 
meal  

1601 

 

 

Data input form 
All data enter the system through following input form, so the user (dietitian) can avoid manual work. 
Therefore, it should save her time and simplify the process of creating medical report. The input form 
contains input fields and button, providing a user-friendly interface. Based on my observation and 
interviews, the following designs will meet the requirements of the system and the agreement of user: 

 

 

 

Input 
fieldsDenominati

on of 
product 

CloseSave Quit 

The button saves all 
records and provides 
presence check of all text 
fields. 

The button 
closes the 
form. 

The button 
closes the 
program. 

Quantity 
of 
product
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This form is used to input the data about the quantity and type of food consumed by children at 
kindergarten. First of all, the name of the meal/ food is typed into corresponding fields. Then the 
amount of that food is typed into next field. This operation is repeated until all the fields are 
completed. In fact, there 41 rows which have to be filled in, because the daily meal for each kid is 
consist of 41 different components. After finishing this procedure, button ‘save’ is pushed, so the 
records are saved. Finally, the ‘close’ and ‘quite’ buttons are used to close the form and program 
correspondingly. 

Data output form 
All the data out from the system are shown in a text area. According to the structure of the original 
system and the ERD diagram, I designed following output form of data with agreements of Mrs. 
Zhanat. 

 

 

Data output form demonstrates information such as the quantity of carbohydrates, fats and proteins 
as well as the average amount of product and total amount of product spent per a person. 

Menu and Module Design 
According to the structure of the original system and the requirements of client, I suggest a new 
system with 4 main modules. Each module has its specific functions. Also, a menu design is needed 
to lead the user to access to different working modules. The following is my design: 

 Data Input module. 
 Edition module. 
 Creating Report module. 
 Data saving and loading module  

Medical Report   Month: 
Denomination Total 

quantity 
Average 
quantity

Proteins Carbohydrates Fats Calories

Meal 1   
Meal 2   
Meal 3   
Total Amount   
 

Total amount 
of fats, 
proteins etc. 

Date when 
report was 

PrintClose

Buttons to 
close or print

Denomination 
of the meal 
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Data flow diagram of the new system 
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Flow chart for the new system 
 

 

Begin 

Official letter with the list of permitted 
products comes from Astana. 

New menu is created by chef in accordance 
with the list of permitted products. 

Head teacher at kindergarten 
counts the number of children. 

Chef tells the number of 
products required. 

The client inputs all the data into the new 
system. 

Valid? 

The new system calculates the average 
quantity of the product 

End 

No Valid? No 

The system 
creates a 

report 
Yes Yes

The new system calculates quantity 
of fats, proteins and carbohydrates. 

Then calculates the amount of 
calories

New system 
calculates 
amount of 
proteins etc

Take data 
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Intended benefits 2 Marks 

One valid benefit of the new system has been identified and explained. 1 

The benefits of the new system have been comprehensively described. 2 

Mark 2 

Examiner’s comment: 
 
There are four benefits given and explained. 

 
Intended benefits 

1. Fast speed of operation. In comparison with the current system, the new system is 
computerized and therefore it became faster to calculate the quantities of 
carbohydrates, fats and proteins. Thus, new system will increase the efficiency of the 
dietitian’s work and save her time. 

2. Reduced number of errors. With new validation rules, new program can provide 
information without any errors. Additionally, automatic system is likely to have fewer 
errors during the calculations. 

3. Portable and secure keeping of data and straightforward process of data search. 
Current system is based on hard copies, so data stored on it can be damaged and it 
takes a lot of place in the medical staff room. Moreover, it is quite complicated to 
search for the certain information when the client is about to create ten-day report. 
Whereas, the new system provides security of keeping data (can make backup 
versions) and it is portable to keep it using flash drive and easy to find required data. 

4. Simplified work. All operation with information proceeding and data analysis become 
easier and now routine with many sheets of paper is replaced by simple work with a 
computerized system, so the report creation procedure is no longer a sophisticated 
process.  

 
 

Limits of the scope of the solution 2 Marks 

One valid limitation of the new system has been identified and explained. 1 

The limitations of the new system have been comprehensively described. 2 

Mark 2

Examiner’s comment: 
 
There are three possible limitations are described. There is also a brief estimation of size of the 
system. 
 
Limits of the scope of the solution 
Although the new system might solve many problems in the original one, there are still some limits 
and disadvantages of its usage.  

• The program is not able to work with products, which do not have static values of fats, proteins 
and etc. 
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• The program could not calculate the cumulative amount of proteins, fats etc. in the specific 
meal. It can do it only for separated products 

• When the data from the program is saved it can be only read by this program, other software 
such as MS could not do it appropriately.  

The program will presumably account for less than 5 megabytes as the database for the program 
simplified and now counts only for several kilobytes. But some pictures are included into the program 
to make a suitable interface, so it needs memory. 

 
 
Software Development, Programming, Testing and Installation (25 marks) 
 

Completeness of solution 3 Marks 

A solution proposed did not meet the requirements of a solution.  1 

A solution proposed met many or almost all of the requirements of a solution.  2-3 

Mark 3 

Examiner’s comment: 
 
Proposed solution is appropriate for the level of grade 12. The Proposal form was approved for the 
coursework development. 

 
 

Development and programming 15 Marks 

Program listings or evidence of tailoring of a software package is provided in the form of 
printouts. The developed solution does not fulfil the design specification. A teacher may 
award 1 mark if they have been shown the system working satisfactorily and there is no 
hard evidence in the project report. 

1 

Program listings or evidence of tailored software packages are provided in the form of 
printouts. Data structures are illustrated as part of the listings where appropriate, 
detailing their purpose. 
The candidate in solving the problem shows an understanding and application of skills 
for the algorithms listed in Table 1 in group C. 
The listing is organized without any subroutines for organizing the structure. There was 
an attempt to use of meaningful identifier names and poor formatting. The code is 
provided with poor annotation or no annotation, so that the decision logic cannot be 
followed.  
No exception handling was demonstrated. 

2-3 

Program listings or evidence of tailored software packages are provided in the form of 
printouts. Data structures are illustrated as part of the listings where appropriate, 
detailing their purpose. 
The candidate in solving the problem shows an understanding and application of skills 
for the algorithms listed in Table 1 in group C at a sufficient level or attempt of applying 
skills for the algorithms listed in group B. 
The listing is organized without any subroutines for organizing the structure. There was 
an attempt to use of meaningful identifier names and formatting. The code is provided 
with poor annotation, so that the decision logic cannot be easily followed.  
No exception handling was demonstrated. 

4-5 
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Program listings or evidence of tailored software packages are provided in the form of 
printouts. Data structures are illustrated as part of the listings where appropriate, 
detailing their purpose. 
The candidate in solving the problem shows an understanding and application of skills 
for the algorithms listed in Table 1 in group C at an excellent level or in group B at a 
sufficient level. 
The listing shows some use of subroutines for organizing the structure, the use of 
meaningful identifier names, but there could be some omissions in formatting. The code 
is provided with some comments.  
There was an attempt to use exception handling. 

6-7 

Program listings or evidence of tailored software packages are provided in the form of 
printouts. Data structures are illustrated as part of the listings where appropriate, 
detailing their purpose. 
The candidate in solving the problem shows an understanding and application of skills 
for the algorithms listed in Table 1 in group B a sufficient level. 
The listing shows some use of subroutines for organizing the structure, the use of 
meaningful identifier names, and formatting to show the used structures of control logic. 
The code is provided with some comments.  
Exception handling was demonstrated where needed. 

8-9 

Program listings or evidence of tailored software packages are provided in the form of 
printouts. Data structures are illustrated as part of the listings where appropriate, 
detailing their purpose. 
The candidate in solving the problem shows an understanding and application of skills 
for the algorithms listed in Table 1 in group B at an excellent level or in group A at a 
sufficient level. 
The listing shows the good use of subroutines for organizing the structure, the use of 
meaningful identifier names, and formatting to show the used structures of control logic. 
The code is provided with notes with some comments, so that the decision logic can be 
easily followed.  
Exception handling was demonstrated where needed. 

10-11 

Program listings or evidence of tailored software packages are provided in the form of 
printouts. Data structures are illustrated as part of the listings where appropriate, 
detailing their purpose. 
Solution of the problem shows an excellent understanding and application of skills for 
the algorithms specified in group A in Table 1. 
The listing shows the good use of subroutines for organizing the structure, the use of 
meaningful identifier names, and formatting to show the used structures of control logic. 
The code is provided with comments, so that the decision logic can be easily followed. 
Good exception handling was demonstrated where needed. 

12-13 

Mark  11 

Examiner’s comment: 
 
The listing provided by the candidate shows his programming skills that are listed in group A: 2D array 
structure to store data, nested loops to read and write 2D array elements, reading from and writing to 
spreadsheet. 
Good formatting to structure the code.  

 
Table 1.  
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Group C Simple expert system development 
Using script language to connect a database 
Linear algorithms 
Conditional (branching) algorithms 
Simple mathematical calculations (eg average) 
Non-SQL table access 

Group B One-dimensional arrays 
Insertion and bubble sort algorithms 
Using script language to work with databases 
Loop structure  
SQL statements 
Writing and reading from files 

Group A Binary search algorithm 
Two-dimensional array 
SQL statements for data selection in more tables 
Nested loops 
Recursion 
Sorting algorithms other than those given in the Programme 

 
 

System design  
 

 

 

Program listing 
This is the main form which the user meets first when the program is run. The main form provides 
such opportunity like ‘Open’ the values for each type of meal and then, if required, change something. 
After that, it is possible to ‘Save’ these changes. Finally, when the specific values are loaded, the form 
may offer a client to move to the next form. 

Main form Data input form Data output form 
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This screenshot demonstrates the process which happens when the ‘ОТКРЫТЬ’ button is pressed. 
Similarly, the data can be saved. 

 

Here is the example of the saved file: 
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The second form is the data input form. Here, the user enters the amount of specific product spent. 
The clients inputs values for 10 days and then, by pressing button ‘Вычислить среднее значение’ 
she could calculate the mean value for the amounts of products. After the average value is calculated, 
the user can press “Подсчитать” button, which will show the third form. 

 

Columns Days 1 to 10 

Type Number 

Length 10 

Validation Presence check 

 

The last form shows all calculated amounts of proteins, fats, carbohydrates and calories. Then the 
user could close the program by pressing “ЗАКРЫТЬ” button. 
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Listing 
Unit1; 

… 

var 
  f: TextFile; 
  iTmp, i, k: Integer; 
  strTemp: string; 
begin 
  AssignFile(f, FileName); 
  Reset(f); 
  with inputtable do 
  begin 
    // Get number of columns 
    Readln(f, iTmp); 
    ColCount := iTmp; 
    // Get number of rows 
    Readln(f, iTmp); 
    RowCount := iTmp; 
    // loop through cells & fill in values 
    for i := 0 to ColCount - 1 do 
      for k := 0 to RowCount - 1 do 
      begin 
        Readln(f, strTemp); 
        Cells[i, k] := strTemp; 
      end; 
  end; 
  CloseFile(f); 
end; { This code enables to open the specific values for each product into stringgrid component} 
 
procedure SaveStringGrid(strngrd1: TStringGrid; const FileName: TFileName); 
var 
  f: TextFile; 
  i, k: Integer; 
begin 
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  AssignFile(f, FileName); 
  Rewrite(f); 
  with inputtable do 
  begin 
    // Write number of Columns/Rows 
    Writeln(f, ColCount); 
    Writeln(f, RowCount); 
    // loop through cells 
    for i := 0 to ColCount - 1 do 
      for k := 0 to RowCount - 1 do 
        Writeln(F, Cells[i, k]); 
  end; 
  CloseFile(F); 
end; {Saves the changes for specific values of each product} 
 
procedure TMainForm.LoadClick(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
if OpenDialog.Execute then 
 begin 
      LoadStringGrid(inputtable, OpenDialog.FileName); 
      Caption := ExtractFileName(Opendialog.FileName); 
 end else Exit; 
 end; {Opens the dialog during which a specific file could be loaded into stringgrid} 
 
procedure TMainForm.SaveClick(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
  Savedialog.Title := Сохранить таблицу как...'; 
  if not savedialog.Execute then 
    Exit 
  else 
  begin 
    savedialog.Title := Сохранить таблицу как...'; 
    SaveStringGrid(inputtable, savedialog.FileName); 
  end; 
end;{Saves changed values in specific file} 
 
 
procedure TMainForm.strngrd1KeyPress(Sender: TObject; var Key: Char); 
begin 
if (key='-')and(pos('-',inputtable.Cells[inputtable.Col,inputtable.Row])<>0) then key:=#0; 
if (key=',')and(pos(',',inputtable.Cells[inputtable.Col,inputtable.Row])<>0) then key:=#0; 
  case Key of 
    '0'..'9', #13,#08, ',','-': ; 
  else 
    Key := Chr(0); 
  end; 
 
  if key = #13 then 
    with inputtable do 
      if col < colcount - 1 then  
        col := col + 1 
      else if row < rowcount - 1 then 
      begin  
        row := row + 1; 
        col := 1; 
      end 
      else 
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      begin  
        row := 1; 
        col := 1; 
         
      end; 
end; {If some cells are empty, then this code fills it with 0s in order the program to function normally 
without errors} 
 
procedure TMainForm.GoNextFormClick(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
Mainform.visible:=false; 
begin 
InputForm.Show; 
 end; 
end; {Shows the next form and makes current form invisible} 
 
procedure TMainForm.FormCreate(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
InputTable.Cells[1,0]:='Белки'; 
InputTable.Cells[2,0]:='Жиры'; 
InputTable.Cells[3,0]:='Углеводы'; 
InputTable.Cells[4,0]:='Каллории'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,0]:='Продукты'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,1]:='Мясо'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,2]:='Сливочное масло; 
InputTable.Cells[0,3]:='Растительное масло'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,4]:='Молоко'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,5]:='Кефир'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,6]:='Сметана'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,7]:='Творог'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,8]:='Сыр'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,9]:='Яйца'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,10]:='Мука'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,11]:='Гречка'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,12]:='Манная крупа'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,13]:='Рис'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,14]:='Пшено'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,15]:='Лапша'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,16]:='Перловка'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,17]:='Геркулес'; 
end; {Fills the fixed cells in the table with the names of each product 
 
procedure TMainForm.TimerTimer(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
welcome.left:=welcome.Left+1; 
if welcome.Left > mainform.width then welcome.Left := welcome.Left-
(mainform.width+welcome.Width); 
end; {The caption is moving} 
 
procedure TMainForm.CloseClick(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
MainForm.Close; 
end; {Closes the form} 
end. 
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Unit2; 

procedure TOutputForm.FormCreate(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
OutputTable.Cells[1,0]:='Белки'; 
OutputTable.Cells[2,0]:='Жиры'; 
OutputTable.Cells[3,0]:='Углеводы'; 
OutputTable.Cells[4,0]:='Каллории'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,0]:='Продукты'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,1]:='Мясо'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,2]:='Сливочное масло; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,3]:='Растительное масло'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,4]:='Молоко'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,5]:='Кефир'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,6]:='Сметана'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,7]:='Творог'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,8]:='Сыр'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,9]:='Яйца'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,10]:='Мука'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,11]:='Гречка'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,12]:='Манная крупа'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,13]:='Рис'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,14]:='Пшено'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,15]:='Лапша'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,16]:='Перловка'; 
OutputTable.Cells[0,17]:='Геркулес'; 
end; {Fills the fixed cells in the srtinggrid with the names of each product} 
 
procedure TOutputForm.CloseBtnClick(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
OutputForm.Close; 
end; {Closes the form} 
end. 
 

Unit3; 

procedure TInputForm.AverageCalcClick(Sender: TObject); 
var s:real; 
i,j: integer; 
begin 
 
 For j:=1 to inputtable1.rowcount do begin 
 s:=0; 
 for i:=1 to inputtable1.colCount do  begin 
 If  inputtable1.Cells[i,j]='' then  inputtable1.Cells[i,j]:='0'; 
 s:=s+strtofloat(inputtable1.Cells[i,j]); 
 end; 
 inputtable1.Cells[11,j]:=Floattostr(s/10) ; 
 
 end; 
end; {Calculates the mean values and fills empty cells with 0s} 
 
procedure TInputForm.CalculateAllClick(Sender: TObject); 
var 
i:integer; 
s,d,s1,d1,s2,d2,s3,d3: real; 
begin 
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 for i:= 1 to outputform.outputtable.rowcount do   begin 
 If  mainform.inputtable.cells[1,i]='' then mainform.inputtable.cells[1,i]:='0' ; 
  If inputForm.InputTable1.cells[11,i]='' then  inputForm.InputTable1[11,i]:='0'; 
 s:=strtofloat( mainform.inputtable.cells[1,i]); 
 d:=strtofloat(inputform.inputtable1.cells[11,i]); 
 Outputform.outputtable.cells[1,i]:= FloatToStr(( s*d )/100); 
 
 If  Mainform.inputtable.cells[2,i]='' then Mainform.inputtable.cells[2,i]:='0' ; 
  If Inputform.inputtable1.cells[11,i]='' then  Inputform.inputtable1.cells[11,i]:='0'; 
 s1:=strtofloat( Mainform.inputtable.cells[2,i]); 
 d1:=strtofloat(Inputform.inputtable1.cells[11,i]); 
 Outputform.outputtable.cells[2,i]:= FloatToStr(( s1*d1 )/100); 
 
 If  Mainform.inputtable.cells[3,i]='' then Mainform.inputtable.cells[3,i]:='0' ; 
  If Inputform.inputtable1.cells[11,i]='' then  Inputform.inputtable1.cells[11,i]:='0'; 
 s2:=strtofloat( Mainform.inputtable.cells[3,i]); 
 d2:=strtofloat(Inputform.inputtable1.cells[11,i]); 
 Outputform.Outputtable.cells[3,i]:= FloatToStr(( s2*d2 )/100); 
 
 If  mainform.inputtable.cells[4,i]='' then mainform.inputtable.cells[4,i]:='0' ; 
  If inputform.inputtable1.cells[11,i]='' then  inputform.inputtable1.cells[11,i]:='0'; 
 s3:=strtofloat( mainform.inputtable.cells[4,i]); 
 d3:=strtofloat(inputform.inputtable1.cells[11,i]); 
 Outputform.outputtable.cells[4,i]:= FloatToStr(( s3*d3 )/100); 
   InputForm.Close; 
    Outputform.show; 
end; 
end; {Calculates the values for each of the elements such as proteins, fats etc.} 
 
procedure TInputForm.FormCreate(Sender: TObject); 
begin 
Inputtable1.Cells[1,0]:='День 1'; 
Inputtable1.Cells[2,0]:='День2'; 
Inputtable1.Cells[3,0]:='День 3'; 
Inputtable1.Cells[4,0]:='День 4'; 
Inputtable1.Cells[5,0]:=' День 5'; 
Inputtable1.Cells[6,0]:=' День 6'; 
Inputtable1.Cells[7,0]:=' День 7'; 
Inputtable1.Cells[8,0]:=' День 8'; 
Inputtable1.Cells[9,0]:=' День 9'; 
Inputtable1.Cells[10,0]:=' День 10'; 
Inputtable1.Cells[11,0]:='Среднее'; 
InputTable.Cells[1,0]:='Белки'; 
InputTable.Cells[2,0]:='Жиры'; 
InputTable.Cells[3,0]:='Углеводы'; 
InputTable.Cells[4,0]:='Каллории'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,0]:='Продукты'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,1]:='Мясо'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,2]:='Сливочное масло; 
InputTable.Cells[0,3]:='Растительное масло'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,4]:='Молоко'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,5]:='Кефир'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,6]:='Сметана'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,7]:='Творог'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,8]:='Сыр'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,9]:='Яйца'; 
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InputTable.Cells[0,10]:='Мука'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,11]:='Гречка'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,12]:='Манная крупа'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,13]:='Рис'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,14]:='Пшено'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,15]:='Лапша'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,16]:='Перловка'; 
InputTable.Cells[0,17]:='Геркулес'; 
end; {Fills the tables’s fixed cells with specific denominations}  
end. 
 
 

(ii) Testing 7 Marks 

A collection of hardcopy test run outputs with no test plan, or a test plan with no 
hardcopy evidence may also be present.  
A teacher may award 1 mark if they have been shown the system working satisfactorily 
and there is no hard evidence in the project report. 

1 

There is little evidence of testing with a badly developed test plan with clear omissions.  
A small number of tests have been carried out, which demonstrate that some parts of 
the solution work/some outcomes of the investigation are achieved.  

2 -3 

There should be hardcopy evidence of most of the objectives’ test runs cross-
referenced to the test plan.  
Tests include cases with valid, invalid and extreme data. However, not all cases have 
been tested or not clearly presented evidences for some tests.  

4-5 

The tests completed should show that the system developed has fulfilled all its 
objectives and demonstrates the scope of the final system.  
Tests include clear evidences for cases with valid, invalid and extreme data.  

6-7 

Mark 5 

Examiner’s comment: 
 
Test plan includes most of the objectives from Design section. There are evidences in forms of 
screenshots and annotation for each test. 

 
Testing 
Test strategy 

My program for calculating the amount of carbohydrates, fats, proteins and calories for the 
kindergarten at Nazarbayev Intellectual School may suffer from errors as well as many other 
programs in the world. I will use different test strategies to challenge my program. I will input both 
normal and abnormal values to test my system. Hopefully after the testing I can reduce the number of 
errors to almost zero. 

Test plan 
Tes
t 
No. 

Test objective Test method Test Data 
used 

Expected Outcome Actual 
outcome 

Evidenc
e on 
page 
No. 

1 Check the load 
procedure  

Try to press 
“Load” and 
load  file 
called“Первое” 

N/A The main menu will 
show the specific 
values of fats etc. for 
each product 

Successful 44 
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2 Check the 
Save 
procedure 

Change some 
values in table 
and save as a 
new file 

19/21/30 The new file will be 
saved in the folder 

Successful 44-45 

3 Check if the 
transition 
between Main 
Form and Data 
input form 
works correctly 

Press the 
“Перейти к 
вводу данных” 
button  

N/A The Data input Form 
will be opened while 
Main form will be 
closed 

Successful 45 

4 Check the 
validation in 
the input form 

Input invalid 
data and wait 
for an error 

jh The new window 
shows that there is 
an error 

Successful 46 

5 Check the 
calculation of 
mean value for 
each product 

Input some 
numeric data 
for specific 
products 

10/1 The new mean value 
of 0.01 should be 
shown 

Successful 46 

6 Check if the 
empty cells 
are filled with 
0s 

Leave some 
cells empty 

N/A Empty cells should 
be filled with 0s 

Successful 47 

7 Check if the 
transition 
between Input 
form and 
Output form 
works correctly 

Press the 
“Подсчитать” 
button 

N/A The Data output 
Form should be 
opened and Data 
input forms should 
be closed 

Successful 47 

8 Check if the 
calculations of 
the calories, 
proteins, fats 
and 
carbohydrates 
work correctly 

Enter some 
values in the 
data input 
form, load 
specific values 
in the main 
form and then 
go to the data 
output form 

19/122/34
3/13/567/5
9 

The data should be 
demonstrated in the 
new form 

Successful 48 

9 Check if the 
closing the 
whole program 
buttons works 

Click the 
“ЗАКРЫТЬ” 
button 

N/A The program should 
be closed 

Successful 48-49 

10 Check the 
procedure of 
saving the 
calculated 
values 

Press 
“Сохранить” 
button on the 
Data output 
form 

N/A The data should be 
saved in a new file 

Unsuccessf
ul 
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Results and evidence of testing 
Test #1 
It is important for the program to be able to load the file containing specific values of calories, fats, 
proteins for each product. So I have tried to load the file. Here is the result: 
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Test #2 
Then, I have changed some values and tried to save it as New File. The following set of values was 
entered instead of the first three numbers - 19/21/30: 

 

 

Test #3 
I have pressed the “Перейти к вводу данных” button. The result is represented below: 
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Test #4 
The validation in the input form was also checked. The invalid value “jh” instead of a number was 
entered. Here is the result: 

 

Test #5 
The calculations are also were checked. It is important that the program will calculate the mean 
amount of product spent for 10 days. The result is shown below:  

 

Test #6 
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Sometime some products are not used, so I try to leave some columns empty and the program should 
fill them with 0s to avoid the error. Here is the result: 

 

Test #7 
In order to check the transition between data output form and data input form I have pressed the 
“Подсчитать” button: 

 

Test #8   
Right calculations are essential for my program. I entered some values in the data input form; loaded 
specific values in the main form and then went to the data output form. Here is the result:  

 

Test# 9 
The program of course should be able to be stopped and closed at any time. So the closing button 
was also checked: 
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 Before the close button is pressed                      After it is pressed 

Test# 10 
Saving the calculated values is not the least valuable operation the program should cope with. 
Therefore, it could be useful. However, for now it does not work as it is proposed and therefore this 
function is not represented in the final project .These errors could be resolved in future when the 
program will be approved by the kindergarten administration: 

 

 

Installation 2 Marks 

Details of system changeover have been documented. Some evidence of client and/or 
user testing is given, usually by questionnaire or written comments by fellow students or 
others who were not directly involved in the development of the system. 

1 

An implementation plan with details of systems changeover and training required. There 
is written evidence available from the client indicating that they have seen the system in 
operation. 

2 

Mark 2 

Examiner’s comment: 
 
There is given detailed installation plan that includes staff training and system installation plans. There 
is also  
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7 Installation 
Installation plan 
The installation plan was discussed and agreed in the meeting with the client during testing and 
development processes.  
The client must test the system during development stage and suggest changes 

• Give the dietitian the new system for testing 
• Train the client how to make simple operations, because of uses of phased method of 

implementation. (Basic operations as loading files or calculating something) 
• Taking feedback from user in order to take into account user’s personal suggestion 

how the system can be improved. 
• Teach the user all detailed functions (how to use Main Menu and its components, how 

to manage the Output form) 
• Implement system permanently using agreed system implementation plan 
• To make sure that the system is fully done. To make sure that all user requirements are 

included.  
• Further support for the programmer until the user will understand system fully. 

Staff Training Plan 
• Suggested Training Date: 25th of November –5th of December 
• Reason: Such Training date was chosen because user needs to have basic knowledge 

before the stage of installation. 
• Suggested Training Method: There will be an individual method of training. One to one. 
• Reason: I am going to work individually as there is only one user who has an access to 

the system and who will work with it. 

System implementation plan 
• Suggested implementation type: Phased implementation type will be used to replace 

old system by new one.  
• Reason: The main reason of this choice of this implementation type is that the client is 

very used to work with the old system and thus is will be hard to replace the old system 
directly, without an opportunity to test and adapt new system. I can clearly explain her 
all the details of the program if phased type is applied. 

• Suggested implementation date: 6th  of December – 14st of December 
• Reason: It would be better to implement the system after the client has trained to work 

with it 

Evidence of user testing 
There was a meeting purpose of which was to give an opportunity to test the final version of the 
system. Also, client could see a training and implementation details that had been previously 
discussed. The user was then asked to fill out a questionnaire type document to provide feedback of 
any problems with the system and write a letter to confirm that she has seen the system and the 
installation plan and approved for documentation purposed. The document is included below as 
evidence of user testing. 
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This is a questionnaire, which was done by the client. I conducted this questionnaire in order to collect 
a feedback from the client to change and fix problems in a system 

 
 

User manual 6 Marks 

An incomplete guide, perhaps with no screen displays. Some options briefly described 
but difficult for the user to follow. 1-2 

All but one or two options fully described (for example, back-up routines not mentioned). 
Mostly, the options are easy for the user to follow with screen displays. 3-4 

A full user guide with all options described well presented (possibly as booklet) with an 
index and a glossary. No omission of any of the options available (including back-up 
routines, guide to common errors). Marks may be lost for inadequate descriptions of 
some options. For full marks, good on-screen help should exist where this is a sensible 
option, and be present in the form of a hypertext document. 

5-6 

Mark 6

Examiner’s comment: 
 
Candidate presented full and detailed manual that has all the main elements including guide to 
common errors and to back-up procedures. In addition, there is an index with reference to those 
elements in the document.  

 
User documentation 
 
User guide 
Main menu procedure 
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This is the main form of the program for dietitian. There are 4 possible functions (procedures that can 
be run) of this Main Menu: 

1) The function to load values into table 

 

a. Click on the “ОТКРЫТЬ” button    
b. Choose the file that you need e.g. Первое 
c. Double click on that file 
d. The table should be filled with those values 

 
2) The function to save the changes into a separate file 
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a. Make some changes in the table 

b. Press “СОХРАНИТЬ” button   
c. Write the name for the file 
d. Press “Сохранить” button on the next window 
e. As a result the new file should appear in that folder 

 
3) The function to open the next Input form 

a. Press “Перейти к вводу данных” button   
b. The input form should be opened 
c. The Main form should be closed 
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4) The function to close the program 

a. Press “Закрыть” button    
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Input form procedure 

This is the input form of the program.  

 

Here you can type in the values for a product. Two functions are available on this form: 

1) Calculation of the average value of the amount of product spent in 10 days 
a. Input data into fields  

 

b. Press “Вычислить среднее значение” button    

c. Look at the result in the last column               
 

2) Calculation of the calories, fats, proteins and carbohydrates 

a. Press “Подсчитать” button   
b. The new window should be opened 
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Output form procedure 

 

This is the Output form which opens when the  button is pressed.  

Here you can view all the calculated values. There are also 2 options available: 

1)  Saving those calculations 

a. Press  button 
b. The new window which suggests you the directory where to save the file and also asks to 

give the name for the file 

 
2) Closing the program  

            - Click this button to close the program button 
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On Screen Help 
I set up on screen help on all buttons of all forms of new system in order to provide additional support 

for users. Example of the On screen help:  

 

All objects that require input, selection, clicking or any other sort of user interaction have a "control tip 
text" this will display the object’s function if you place your cursor over it for 3 seconds.  Examples are 
above. 

Common error guide 
Error Cause Solution 
Does not display the results Missing input Check if you have entered all 

the necessary values and 
loaded exactly that file that you 
wanted.  

Message “something ” is not a 
valid floating point value 
 
 

Abnormal input. For example 
you may have entered a letter 
instead of a number 

Check your inputs for the 
mistake. { Note to write 
fractional number through the 
comma} 
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The program does not load the 
file  

Various possible causes Check if the right file was 
chosen 

The program suddenly shuts 
down 

Various possible causes Contact the system 
administrator 

The program does not save the 
output 

Incorrect name of the file Check if the file is given a valid 
name 

The file used as database has 
been deleted 

Various possible causes. Contact the system 
administrator. Check the 
computer for viruses 

Program stops responding Various possible causes. Press Ctrl + Alt + Delete and 
select task manager to end the 
task. The system can then be 
restarted.   

 

Back-up routine 

You should have a storage media for the systems, namely one flash drive ( at least 1 GB capacity) 
and account on the Google Drive. The 10 days report the file should be saved on the flash drive. Also 
if the files for loading were changed, they also can be saved on the flash card. Additionally, at the end 
of each month the back up of those file should be saved on the Google drive. Just enter your 
Microsoft login and password, and then upload files. The client is responsible for regular back- ups.  

Glossary 
Title Description 
Form A graphical interface allowing a user to control components and make use of 

displayed objects. 
Control tip 
text 

On screen help which displays the object’s function if you place your cursor over it for 
3 seconds 

Button  It is a tool that is used to perform some functions. It is usually represented as a 
graphical object that can be pressed. 

Table  This is the set of cells which provides a user an access to the data 
File In this case it is type of  MS Word document which is used as a database 
Input The data which is typed into the program or loaded by the user  
Abnormal 
input 

The invalid input. For instance the user inputs a letter instead of the number 

 

Index  
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Evaluation  4 Marks 

A vague evaluation for the system was given without any reference to the objectives the 
Design section. 
No feedback was received from third parties or the received feedback does not provide 
a sufficient evaluation of the system. 

1 

A vague evaluation for the system was made with reference to some of the objectives 
the Design section. 
Feedback received from third parties does not provide a full evaluation of the system, 
the candidate attempted to make an analysis of the feedback. 

2 

Evaluation for the system was made with reference to the objectives the Design section. 
Feedback received from third parties provide a full assessment of the system, the 
candidate attempted to make an analysis of the feedback. 

3 

Good evaluation for the system was made with reference to the objectives the Design 
section. 
Feedback received from third parties provide a full assessment of the system and the 
candidate made a thorough analysis of the feedback. 

4 

Mark  4 

Examiner’s comment: 
 
Candidate provided discussion of objective from Design section in terms of how successful he was in 
achieving them. 
Also he got detailed feedback on the working system from his client, and made good analysis for the 
feedback. 

 
Evaluation of success  
Objectives of the system 

1. The system must use a graphical user interface to provide a user-friendly operation; 
2. The system must be able to store and manage huge amount of data; 
3. The system must be able to work with database; 
4. Provide data verification and validation in order to avoid entry errors;  
5. The system must be fast and without bugs; 
6. The system must be able to provide an access to any record; 
7. The new system must be able to input following:  

• Quantity of product  
• Type of product  

8. The new system must be able to automatically create a report containing: 
• Amount of calories 
• Quantity of carbohydrates, fats and proteins  
• Average quantity of product  

Evaluation of objectives 
# Evaluation Evidence 
1 The system has been made as user-friendly as possible.  

It was designed with the main aim to be simple and functional, that is 
why the design was simple and without any unnecessary bright 
components as it needed to keep the official style. Everyone who 
knows basic computer knowledge can use the program without 
problems. All components have labels which justify the functions they 
perform, so the user will not get confused. Additionally, on screen help 

Design pg.19-25 
Documentation 
User guide 
pg.59-65 
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is also used to make interface friendlier.  
2 It is important for the system to be able to work with huge amount of 

data. So, the new program provides possibilities to load, edit and save 
the data into a specific file. 

Development 
pg.28 
User 
documentation 
pg.59-60 

3 The MS Word was used as a database.  Development 
pg.28 

4 The system provides input validation in order to avoid errors while 
typing in some data. As for the ready files, they all have been checked 
twice, so the probability of being made a mistake is minimal 

Testing 
Test #4 pg.48 
Design pg.20 
Development 
pg.29 

5 The system has been tested for the error. Few errors were found and 
then fixed. Additionally, the program is compatible with all types of the 
OS,  and it weighs less than 2 megabytes, therefore the system is fast 
and do not have and bugs 

Design Limits of 
the scope pg.25 
Testing pg. 46-51 

6 The system has to work with lots of data, so the procedure of the 
access to records has been worked out thoroughly.  Now, there is a 
special folder were the user can keep all his saved data in the files, 
which play the role of database. So, the access to any of the record is 
easier than ever.  

Documentation 
pg.64 

7 The system provides even easier process of the data input. The 
system already contains the denominations of the products, so there 
less work for the clients. The system provides an opportunity to input 
the quantity of the product, while denominations are loaded from the 
file.   

Design Data 
input form pg.21 
Development 
pg.29 

8 The main objective of the system is to calculate the quantity of 
calories, carbohydrates, fats and proteins. It also calculates the 
average quantity of the product in order to do further calculations. The 
input form and Main form were specifically designed for this purpose 

Design Data 
output form pg.22
Development 
pg.30 
Documentation 
pg.63 

 

Degree of success 
From the evaluation and evidence that have been presented, it can be concluded that all 
requirements of client are fully satisfied. Therefore, the user can easily use the system in purpose to 
calculate the amount of calories, fats and etc. 

Evaluation of the client’s response 
 
Client’s response 
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Analysis of the client’s response 
The client has been given the software almost two weeks before asking for a response as part of a 
beta test, so the system could be fully tested in use, the user could get used to the system and 
formulate an opinion on its functionality and suitability. After the client had used the program for a few 
days, he was asked for an initial impression and ways of possibly changing the system to better suit 
her use of it. 

Using her feedback, I have changed some minor errors with the saving procedure and added on 
screen help. Then, she was also given several days to test the updated system. After the testing, the 
client expressed her final opinion about system by e-mail. She wrote her opinion about the final 
version of the system and then expressed gratitude for the work done by me, considering clear 
design, functionality and the future use of the program. The client was fully satisfied by the system. 

As can be seen from the e-mail sent by the client on 14th January 2015 

• The client indicates the current, final system as very user friendly: “the system is very easy 
and intuitive to operate.” 

• The client point out that the new system saves her a huge amount of time: “this automatic 
system saves me at least 4 hours of hard and routine work.” 

• The client also notes that new system reduces the number of the mistakes done during the 
calculations: “… the rate of making mistakes has declined to 0.” 

• The client indicates that the final version of the system perfectly satisfies all her needs: “I am 
very glad to let you know that the new system created by you is exactly what I was 
expecting.” 

• The client also indicates that the new system is a great of use to her and that she will it in 
future: “I think that this project will provide me years of good use…” 



 

 



 

 

 




